Abstract—Stencil calculations comprise an important class of kernels in many scientific computing applications ranging from simple PDE solvers to constituent kernels in multigrid methods as well as image processing applications. In such types of solvers, stencil kernels are often the dominant part of the computation, and an efficient parallel implementation of the kernel is therefore crucial in order to reduce the time to solution. However, in the current complex hardware microarchitectures, meticulous architecture-specific tuning is required to elicit the machine’s full compute power. We present a code generation and auto-tuning framework PATUS for stencil computations targeted at multi- and manycore processors, such as multicore CPUs and graphics processing units, which makes it possible to generate compute kernels from a specification of the stencil operation and a parallelization and optimization strategy, and leverages the autotuning methodology to optimize strategy-dependent parameters for the given hardware architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stencil calculations comprise an important class of kernels in many scientific computing applications ranging from simple PDE solvers to constituent kernels in multigrid methods as well as image processing applications. Often, in such types of solvers, the major part of the computation time is spent in a stencil kernel. Therefore it is important in order to minimize the time to solution, that the stencil kernels make use of the available computing resources as efficiently as possible. However, in the current complex hardware microarchitectures, meticulous architecture-specific tuning is required to elicit the machine’s full power. This not only requires deeper understanding of the architecture, but is also both a time consuming and error-prone process.

Libraries and code generators for other important kernels in scientific computing, including dense and sparse linear algebra and discrete transforms, successfully adapt autotuning as a means to automatically select the code that delivers the best performance from a family of codes based on automatic performance benchmarks.

The PATUS framework is a code generation and autotuning tool for the class of stencil computations. PATUS stands for “Parallel AutoTUned Stencils”. It is the result of generalizing the insights gained from performance studies of a kernel from a real-world application involving different kinds of architectures.

The idea behind the PATUS framework is twofold: on the one hand it provides a software infrastructure for generating architecture-specific stencil code from a specification of the stencil incorporating domain-specific knowledge that permits to optimize the code beyond the abilities of current compilers, and on the other hand it aims at being an experimentation toolbox for parallelization and optimization strategies. Using small domain specific languages, the user can define the stencil kernel using a C-like syntax, and can choose from predefined strategies how the kernel is optimized and parallelized, or design a custom strategy in order to experiment with other algorithms or find a better mapping to the hardware in use. This is one of the key features in which PATUS differs from other code generation and autotuning frameworks for stencil codes, such as the one proposed by Kamil [1].

Besides supporting almost arbitrary types of stencils on structured grids and generating code from strategy templates, another goal of PATUS is to be able to support future hardware microarchitectures and programming paradigms. The modular code generator back-end allows adding support for new hardware by defining hardware-specific characteristics and implementing code generator methods for a few communication and synchronization primitives.

Currently we support traditional CPU architectures using OpenMP for parallelization and NVIDIA CUDA-capable GPUs.

II. RELATED WORK


The search space is either a (possibly parameterized) code base from which the autotuner in an offline process determines the version and parameters that display the best performance on a given architecture (ATLAS, FFTW using
a priori knowledge, Kamil’s stencil autotuning framework), by describing the search space algebraically, i.e., by having a symbolic representation of the algorithms and applying transformations under which the meaning of an algorithm is invariant (SPIRAL, FLAME), or by statistical sampling and tuning at runtime (OSKI).

A different approach to automatic generation of efficient kernels is based on hardware models and deriving models for performance. Loop tiling approaches [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] and compilers using the polyhedral model fall into this category. Loop tiling is a more general approach that does not only apply to stencil loops; also, tiles are not restricted to be rectangular as in our work, but can be parallelotopes. Finding parallelotope sizes is a nontrivial task that involves solving systems of linear inequalities. [7], [10] propose efficient algorithms within this context to this end. The polyhedral model is used for both determining good tile sizes as well for auto-parallelization [12].

Time blocking schemes for stencil computations and corresponding performance evaluations on a variety of hardware platforms are discussed in [13], [14]; [15] implements the method on GPUS, and also give an elaborate performance model for the method on that architecture. Another time blocking method is presented in [16] and evaluated on shared platform as well for auto-parallelization [12].

III. STENCIL COMPUTATIONS AND BANDWIDTH SAVING ALGORITHMS IN PATUS

A. Stencil Examples

In this section we give a few examples of stencils, for which we also will carry out the performance benchmarks presented in section VI-B. We take 3 stencils that arise from discretizations of basic differential operators and 3 stencils that come from discretizations of PDEs that are used to model and solve real-world problems.

1) The 3D discrete Laplacian,

\[
u''_{ijk} = \alpha u_{ijk} + \beta (u_{i-1,j,k} + u_{i+1,j,k} + u_{i,j-1,k} + u_{i,j+1,k} - 4u_{i,j,k}) + u_{i,j,k+1} + u_{i,j,k-1}
\]

arises from the finite difference discretization of the Laplace operator \( \Delta := \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \), \( \Delta : C^p(\Omega) \rightarrow C^{p-2}(\Omega) \), for an open set \( \Omega \subseteq \mathbb{R}^3 \).

2) The 3D discrete divergence operator,

\[
u_{ijk} = \alpha (X_{i+1,j,k} - X_{i,j,k}) + \beta (Y_{i,j+1,k} - Y_{i,j-1,k}) + \gamma (Z_{i,j,k+1} - Z_{i,j,k-1})
\]

discretizes the divergence operator \( \nabla \cdot := \frac{\partial}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \) that maps a differentiable vector field to a function.

3) The 3D discrete gradient operator,

\[
\begin{align*}
X_{ijk} &= \alpha (u_{i+1,j,k} - u_{i-1,j,k}) \\
Y_{ijk} &= \beta (u_{i,j+1,k} - u_{i,j-1,k}) \\
Z_{ijk} &= \gamma (u_{i,j,k+1} - u_{i,j,k-1})
\end{align*}
\]

is the finite difference discretization of the gradient operator \( \nabla := \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial}{\partial y}, \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \right)^T \) that maps differentiable functions to a vector field.

4) The stencil we used for simulating the temperature distribution within the human body during hyperthermia cancer treatment [20], [14],

\[
u_{ijk}' = u_{ijk} (a_{i,j,k} u_{ijk} + b_{i,j,k} + c_{i,j,k} + d_{i,j,k} u_{i-1,j,k} + e_{i,j,k} u_{i+1,j,k} + f_{i,j,k} u_{i,j-1,k} + g_{i,j,k} u_{i,j+1,k} + h_{i,j,k} u_{i,j,k-1} + i_{i,j,k} u_{i,j,k+1})
\]

stems from a finite volume discretization of the parabolic Pennes bioheat equation [21],

\[
\rho C_p \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (k \nabla u) - \rho_b W(u) C_b (u - T_b) + \rho Q + \frac{\gamma}{2} \|E\|^2\]

5) Finally, we look at two types of stencils occurring in the weather forecast code COSMO [22]: an asymmetric 16-point stencil in 3D with three nodes parallel to each of the axes in negative direction and two nodes in positive direction. It is found in an upstream scheme common in weather codes.

6) The last example is a 3D tricubic interpolation: a 4 \times 4 \times 4-point stencil,

\[
u''_{ijk} = \sum_{\eta, \iota, \kappa} (w_{\eta}(a_{ij,k}) w_{\iota}(b_{ijk}) w_{\kappa}(c_{ijk})) u_{i+\eta,j+\iota,k+\kappa}
\]

for \(-1 \leq \eta, \iota, \kappa \leq 2\), given weight functions \(w_{\ell}\), and coefficient grids \(a, b, c\).
B. Arithmetic Intensity

In stencil computations, the number of floating point operations per grid point is constant. The number of FLOPs typically is low compared to the number of memory references, which is also constant. I.e., stencil computations have a constant arithmetic intensity with respect to the problem size, unlike, e.g., BLAS3 operations. Because of the low FLOP rate, we typically expect the performance of stencil computations to be limited by the available memory bandwidth. Hence, the key for maximum performance lies in minimizing data transfers. The traversal of the grid can be designed in such a way that memory transfers are reduced with respect to the naïve traversal (i.e., a \(D\)-fold nested loop over the entire grid, \(D\) being the dimensionality of the domain). A few examples are given in section III-D.

The upper bounds for the arithmetic intensities of the stencils under consideration are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>FLOPs</th>
<th>Data Elts</th>
<th>Arith. Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laplacian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergence</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperthermia</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-point Upstream</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricubic</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The upper bounds are calculated from the compulsory data transfers: we assume that by bringing one grid point into local memory the neighboring grid points are also brought automatically into memory. This follows the hardware data loading pattern, which is in blocks than rather by individual elements, e.g., cache lines on CPUs and the typical shared memory loading pattern on CUDA-programmed GPUs.

C. Specifying a Stencil in PATUS

The previous examples show the diversity of stencil operators. The discrete Laplacian is an example for a stencil with same input and output grid structures. We are particularly interested in such types of stencils because they can be applied iteratively (a technique that is commonly used to solve elliptic PDEs iteratively or to solve time-dependent PDEs as in example 4). This property allows us to apply an optimization called “temporal blocking.” Other stencil operators such as the divergence or the gradient operators have vector-valued input or output structures, respectively.

Another stencil characteristic is the structure of the stencil. Examples 1 and 4 are 7-point stencils in 3D. Examples 5 and 6 are higher-order stencils with considerably more points: the tricubic interpolation is a 64-point stencil in three dimensions.

Other stencil computation characteristics are boundary treatment (typically imposed by boundary conditions of the PDE) and grid traversal (e.g. Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, colored iterations).

PATUS provides a means to specify these characteristics by a domain-specific language. The following is the specification for the 3D discrete Laplacian:

```plaintext
stencil laplacian
{
  operation (double grid u,
    double param alpha, double param beta)
  {
    u[x, y, z; t+1] =
    alpha * u[x, y, z; t] +
    beta * {
      u[x-1, y, z; t] + u[x+1, y, z; t] +
      u[x, y-1, z; t] + u[x, y+1, z; t] +
      u[x, y, z-1; t] + u[x, y, z+1; t]);
  }
}
```

For the boundary treatment, the stopping criteria, and the grid traversal we allot boundary, stopping criteria, and filter within the stencil specification. However, for the time being we restrict ourselves to boundary treatment that corresponds to Dirichlet boundary conditions, a constant number of iterations (if the stencil can be iterated), and Jacobi iterations. Support for other types will be added in the future.

In PATUS, we assume that each grid used in the computation is a contiguous data array, i.e., that grids are given as a structure of arrays, as opposed to the “array of structures” format, in which each grid point would be encapsulated in a structure with members corresponding to the individual grids. Hence, the stencil specification for the hyperthermia stencil (example 4) looks like so:

```plaintext
stencil hyperthermia
{
  operation (float grid u, float const grid c[9])
  {
    u[x, y, z; t+1] = ...  
  }
}
```

\(u\) corresponds to the input and output grids \(u\) and \(c\) to the 9 coefficients \(a,...,l\) that vary in space (hence they are specified as grids), but are constant in time, which is indicated by the \(\textbf{const}\) keyword.

D. Strategies

In the PATUS framework, a “strategy” describes a parallelization method or a bandwidth saving algorithm by means of a second domain specific language. The description is independent of the stencil and also of the hardware architecture and the programming model used.

We assume that the order in which the stencil computations on the individual grid points are executed does not change the result of the entire computation. Therefore, any permutations of the elements of the loop index space is legal. In particular, any reordering transformation is legal. All the blocking techniques described below as well as parallelization make use of this fact. The order in which the
statements within the original loops are executed (say, the sequential, naïve version consisting of a \( D \)-fold loop nest), is not preserved.

On cache-based architectures, cache blocking is a well known technique to improve temporal data locality: by decomposing the domain into cache size dependent small subdomains it is ensured that data loaded into the cache is reused before it is evicted due to capacity misses. Furthermore, since the domain is already decomposed, the computation is easily parallelized since the computed value on one grid point does not depend on the computed values on other grid points of the output grid. Cache blocking is expressed with the following strategy code:

```c
strategy cacheblock (grid u, auto dim cb)
{
    // iterate over time steps
    for t = 1 .. stencil.t_max
    {
        // iterate over subdomain
        for subgrid v(cb) in u[; ; t] parallel
        {
            // perform a domain decomposition and
            // process the subdomains in parallel
            for plane pln in v[; ; t]
            {
                // apply the stencil
                v[pt; t+1] = stencil (v[pt; t]);
            }
        }
    }
}
```

The strategy parameters are the formal grid \( u \), which will be replaced by all the grids required for the stencil computation by the code generator, and an `auto` parameter \( cb \), the cache block size. Strategies are both templates for the code generator and interfaces to the autotuner. Adding an `auto` specifier to a parameter means that it will be picked up by the autotuner, which then tries to find the optimal value for that parameter giving the best performance. The generated kernel function code will have the cache block parameter \( cb \) in its signature. The code generator exposes it as a command line argument in the benchmark executable.

In this strategy, we iterate over all the timesteps required by the computation. `stencil.t_max` is simply a placeholder for the number of iterations given explicitly or implicitly (via some stopping criterion) in the stencil specification. In the \( v \) loop, the grid \( u \) (at timestep \( t \)) is broken into subgrids of size \( cb \), and, by virtue of the `parallel` keyword, each thread is assigned subgrids \( v \) over which it iterates. The formal `stencil` call is replaced by the actual stencil expressions, taking into account the actual grids required for the computation and their local sizes for correct indexing.

Iterative stencil computations can benefit from blocking not only in space, but also in time, especially if there is a local memory that can be controlled explicitly by the programmer such as on a GPU. Temporal blocking has the advantage of greater temporal data locality and reduced synchronization overhead. The basic idea is to compute multiple timesteps with all the data kept in local memory and therefore to avoid writing the data back to main memory after one timestep and reloading it again for the next as well as to avoid synchronization within a time block.

For illustration, consider a regular 7-point stencil in 3D. Typically, data is loaded into the local memory in planes orthogonal to the slowest iteration direction. To compute one result plane, three planes are required. Once the data for the first local timestep resides in the local memory, the first local timestep is computed. The result plane is stored in the local memory, and as soon as three result planes have been calculated, they can be used as input for the next timestep. Note that the size of the planes shrink after each timestep due to the data dependencies. Hence, in favor of easier parallelization, we load and calculate overlapping halo regions redundantly. The drawback, however is, that the added overhead can only be compensated if the local memory is large enough.

This “circular queue” technique is most effective when we can control data movement from and to the main memory explicitly, i.e., on an architecture with a software-managed cache such as the Cell BE, on which speed improvements of about \( 2 \times \) have been shown for specific stencils [23], [20], [14]. The circular queue temporal blocking can be formulated as the following PATUS strategy code:

```c
strategy circularqueue (grid u, auto int timeblocksize, auto dim cb)
{
    // do all the time steps
    for t = 1 .. stencil.t_max by timeblocksize
    {
        // perform a domain decomposition and
        // process the subdomains in parallel
        for subgrid v(cb) in u[; ; t] parallel
        {
            // process the subdomains planewise
            for plane pln in v[; ; t]
            {
                // perform local timesteps on each plane
                for t0 = t .. t + timeblocksize - 1
                {
                    // apply the stencil
                    p[q; t0+1] = stencil (p[q; t0]);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Other temporal blocking schemes include the wavefront parallelization proposed by Wellein et al. in [16], and cache-oblivious schemes [17], [18].

The idea of the wavefront parallelization is having a team of threads cooperate on a chunk of data. While thread \( i \) is sweeping through the subgrid, thread \( i + 1 \) takes the output of thread \( i \) to perform its sweep. Hence, each thread in the team calculates one timestep on the same subgrid. Because of the data dependencies, thread \( i + 1 \) has to wait for thread \( i \) to complete the computation of the input data that is needed for the computation before it can start its
sweep, making it look like ripples of waves passing through the subgrid. Specifically, thread 0 reads the input array and writes its result to a temporary array that is consumed by thread 1. Thread 2 reads from the temporary array and writes to another temporary array, etc. The last thread reads from its temporary input array and writes the result to the output array. Currently, PATUS does not have support for temporary data yet. This, however, will be added in the future, which makes it possible to implement strategies like the wavefront parallelization.

PATUS only supports strategies with static assignment of data to threads, i.e., dynamic assignments found for instance in cache oblivious schemes [17], [18] are not supported.

Although strategies per se are designed to be architecture independent, the code generated from a particular strategy might not perform equally well on each of the hardware architectures under consideration. In fact, depending on the architecture characteristics, a strategy might degenerate or even not work at all. For instance, the wavefront parallelization is designed for a multicore CPU architecture and makes use of the fact that cores have shared caches. On a platform like the Cell BE, where compute entities cannot access “foreign” local stores, the strategy will only work in the degenerate case with one thread per team, a case in which the benefits of the algorithm are obviously nullified.

If not done by the user, it is the task of PATUS’s autotuner to single out strategies that do not perform well on the architecture under consideration.

IV. PREREQUISITES: MAPPING TO THE HARDWARE

A. Hardware Model

Inspired by the OpenCL execution model [24], we take a hierarchic view on the execution units. We allow them to be indexed by multidimensional indices, similar to OpenCL’s “NDRange” index spaces. This guarantees that there is an optimal mapping to architectures that have hardware support for multidimensional indexing or have multidimensional indices built into the programming model such as CUDA or OpenCL. We call a level in the hierarchy a “parallelism level”. The dimension of the indices are allowed to differ in each parallelism level.

Optionally, each parallelism level can have a local memory that is only visible to the execution units within and below that parallelism level, provided that the execution units on the levels below do not have their own local memory. The data transfers to the local memories can be either implicit or explicit, i.e., managed by hardware or software. Furthermore, we permit both synchronous and asynchronous data transfers.

We view the execution units as SIMD entities that support all the usual arithmetic operations and optionally support fused multiply-adds via intrinsics. According to this model, a shared-memory CPU architecture has one parallelism level with local memory (cache) with implicit data transfer, and a CUDA-capable GPU has two parallelism levels, streaming multiprocessors and streaming processors – or thread blocks and threads, respectively. The thread block level has an explicit transfer local memory, namely the per-multiprocessor shared on-chip memory. Nowadays CPUs typically support SIMD via the streaming SIMD extensions (SSE), while, from this perspective, the GPU’s streaming processors are scalar units.

B. Mapping Strategies

Domain decomposition and mapping to the hardware is implicitly given by a strategy. Every subgrid iterator, e.g.,

\begin{verbatim}
for v(blk) in u[;i;t]
...
\end{verbatim}

deoomposes the domain subgrid into subgrids of smaller size blk. When in addition the parallel keyword is used on a subgrid iterator, the loop is assigned to the next parallelism level (if there is one available), and each of the iterator boxes is assigned to an execution unit on that parallelism level. All the loops within the iterator also belong to the same parallelism level (i.e., are executed by the units on that level), until another parallel loop is encountered in the loop nest.

If a parallelism level requests explicit data copies, memory objects are allocated for an iterator box as “late” as possible: since local memories tend to be small, the iterator within the parallelism level with the smallest boxes, i.e., as deep down in the loop nest as possible (such that the loop still belongs to the parallelism level), is selected to be associated with the memory objects. The sizes of the memory objects are derived from the box size of that iterator, and data from the memory objects associated with the parallelism level above are transferred. In the case that the iterator contains a stencil call within a nested loop on the same parallelism level, the iterator immediately above a point iterator (“for point
p in v[:; t] ...
for subgrid v(blk1) in u[:; t] parallel
  for subgrid w(blk2) in v[:; t] parallel
    for point p in w[:; t]
      ...

and the resulting data decomposition and the ideal hardware mapping are visualized in Fig. 1. The upper layer shows the hierarchic domain decomposition of \( u \) into \( v \) and \( w \). The bottom layer shows an abstraction of the hardware architecture with 2 parallelism levels, work groups and work items, which both can have a local memory. By making the \( v \) loop in the strategy parallel, it is assigned to the first parallelism level, labeled “work groups” in the figure (following the OpenCL convention). And by making the nested \( w \) loop parallel, this, in turn, is assigned to the second parallelism level, the work items within a work group. The points \( p \) in \( w \) are all assigned to the same work item that “owns” \( w \).

C. Mapping Dimensions

The dimensionality of the data is implied by the specification of the stencil. Let \( D \) denote the data dimensionality. To compute an index into the \( D \)-dimensional data, we use a unified approach that “extends” the hardware indices of dimension \( d_i \) (\( i \) being the parallelism level) to intermediate indices of dimension \( \min\{D, \max_i \{d_i\}\} \) by emulating possibly missing dimensions using the last coordinate, then creating a global index combining all the parallelism levels, and finally, in the same way, extending the intermediate index to the full \( D \)-dimensional index.

V. The PATUS Software Infrastructure

PATUS is built from four core components: the parsers for the two input files, the stencil definition and the strategy, the code generator, and the autotuner. PATUS is written in Java and uses Coco/R [25] as a parser generator, and the Cetus framework ([26], [27]) provides Java classes for the abstract syntax trees (AST) for the strategies and for the generated code. The computer algebra system Maxima [28] is interfaced for symbolic computations and as a powerful expression simplifier. Fig. 2 gives a high-level overview over the software architecture.

The parsers read the input files and produce internal representations for the stencil definition and the strategy. The strategy is transformed to an abstract syntax tree that is used as a template by the code generator. The stencil specification is turned to the graph representation of the stencils. These structures are passed as input to the code generator, along with an additional configuration that describes the characteristics of the hardware and the programming model used to program the architecture and specifies the code generation back-end. The code generator produces C code for variants of the stencil kernel and also creates an initialization routine that implements a NUMA-aware data initialization based on the parallelization used in the kernel routine.

In order for the autotuner to perform the benchmarks, the code generator also creates a benchmark harness from a programming model-specific “templated” implementation of a driver source file that allocates the grids required for the stencil computation, initializes them, and invokes and measures the runtime of the stencil kernel. The problem size and the autotuning parameters are expected as command line arguments by the driver. After building the executable from the kernel code and the benchmark harness, the autotuner seeks to find the optimal configuration for the parameters by repeatedly running the program with the autotuning parameters varying according to some search method.

A. Current Limitations

Currently, we impose limitations on the grid traversal and on the boundary conditions. We consider only Jacobi iterations and restrict ourselves to Dirichlet-type boundary conditions at the boundaries of the rectilinear domain, i.e., we apply the stencil to each point in the interior of the domain leaving the values on the boundary points fixed, and assume that the order in which the stencils are applied is irrelevant to the result. Irregular domains and non-uniform grids can be emulated by introducing additional grids that encode the domain shape and non-uniformity of the grid.

In fact, this is done in the hyperthermia stencil example. Furthermore, we only consider shared memory architectures at this time, specifically multicore CPU and single-GPU systems.
B. The Code Generator

In this section we describe the tasks carried out by the code generator. It transforms the strategy AST to C code and "instantiates" the stencil, i.e., replaces the strategy stencil function placeholder by the real stencil computation and replaces all the references to the formal grid by the grids that are actually required to carry out the computation. Moreover, it handles data transfers to local memory if required and performs optimizations such as explicit SIMDization and loop nest unrolling.

1) Parallelization: From the strategy, the code generator first resolves the parallel keyword and extracts a new abstract syntax tree from the original strategy AST for the code that each thread executes. By the nature of our problem, we only deal with data parallelism; each thread executes the same code, but a on different set of data.

Specifically, the parallel keyword is removed from a subgrid iterator and a subgrid index is computed from the thread ID. There are two modes: the “multicore mode” assumes that each thread is assigned multiple subgrids on which the thread will work. The “manycore mode” in turn assumes that there are enough threads to assign each thread at most one of the subgrids.

2) Stencil Representation and Memory Objects: A stencil is represented as a triple \((\Sigma_i, \Sigma_o, \Phi)\), where \(\Sigma_i\) is a finite set of input stencil nodes, \(\Sigma_o\) is the set of output stencil nodes, and \(\Phi\) is an expression that formally assigns each output stencil node an arithmetic expression in the input stencil nodes. A stencil node is an index \((x_1, \ldots, x_n; t; j) \in \mathbb{Z}^n \times \mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{N}\) with spatial component \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\), a temporal index \(t\), and a counting index \(i\).

The stencil representation describes the data dependencies between input and output nodes. Together with a strategy subgrid iterator, it provides a tool for determining how memory objects have to be created, for calculating indices into these memory objects, and for analyzing the reuse of memory objects. The index calculation engine needs the memory objects to a child when the child is associated with the local memory of the particular parallelism level and by convention, the \(x\)-axis is the unit stride direction.) This iterator proceeds plane-wise for \(z = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\). It induces the projection \(\pi = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}\), and stencil nodes whose spatial components differ only in the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates, but have equal \(z\) coordinates, fall into the same equivalence class, hence the same memory object. Here, \(\rho = \pi\), so \(z\) is our reuse direction: when proceeding from plane \(z = 0\) to \(z = 1\), the planes \(z = 0\) and \(z = 1\) can be reused while only one new plane, \(z = 2\) needs to be loaded. Applying \(\rho \circ \pi\) to the set of stencil nodes projects them all to the trivial space \(\{0\}\), i.e., there is only one reuse class.

3) Transferring data: Data is transferred from a parent memory object to a child when the child is associated with a new parallelism level. Since overlapping computation and communication is important in bandwidth limited kernels, PATUS creates code for asynchronous data transfers through a pipelined preloading scheme – if the hardware supports asynchronous communication – by preloading the front memory objects in the reuse direction.

4) Instantiating a stencil: All the formal grid variables and the formal stencil call are replaced by the memory objects corresponding to grids and grid iterator variables on the local memory of the particular parallelism level and by the actual stencil expressions, respectively.

5) SIMDization: PATUS can explicitly SIMDize the stencil computation. The domain specific knowledge can help to create more efficient SIMD code than a vectorizing compiler can produce. In fact, we observed that the SIMD code generated by PATUS outperformed the code that was automatically vectorized by the Intel compiler. (We used version 11.1 of the Intel compiler to compile both generated scalar code and code generated with SSE intrinsics.) Also, the programming gives the "reuse direction", i.e., a vector parallel to an axis along which memory objects can be reused in space. Finally, projection under \(\rho\) groups memory objects into reuse classes, each of which need to be treated independently.

For instance, consider the plane iterator "for plane \(p\) …" in 3D, which has an iterator box of size \((b_x, b_y, 1)\) for some width \(b_x > 1\) and length \(b_y > 1\). (Plane iterators in PATUS are always oriented such that the indices within the plane move faster than the plane index, and by convention, the \(x\)-axis is the unit stride direction.) This iterator proceeds plane-wise for \(z = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\). It induces the projection \(\pi = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}\), and stencil nodes whose spatial components differ only in the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates, but have equal \(z\) coordinates, fall into the same equivalence class, hence the same memory object. Here, \(\rho = \pi\), so \(z\) is our reuse direction: when proceeding from plane \(z = 0\) to \(z = 1\), the planes \(z = 0\) and \(z = 1\) can be reused while only one new plane, \(z = 2\) needs to be loaded. Applying \(\rho \circ \pi\) to the set of stencil nodes projects them all to the trivial space \(\{0\}\), i.e., there is only one reuse class.

3) Transferring data: Data is transferred from a parent memory object to a child when the child is associated with a new parallelism level. Since overlapping computation and communication is important in bandwidth limited kernels, PATUS creates code for asynchronous data transfers through a pipelined preloading scheme – if the hardware supports asynchronous communication – by preloading the front memory objects in the reuse direction.

4) Instantiating a stencil: All the formal grid variables and the formal stencil call are replaced by the memory objects corresponding to grids and grid iterator variables on the local memory of the particular parallelism level and by the actual stencil expressions, respectively.

5) SIMDization: PATUS can explicitly SIMDize the stencil computation. The domain specific knowledge can help to create more efficient SIMD code than a vectorizing compiler can produce. In fact, we observed that the SIMD code generated by PATUS outperformed the code that was automatically vectorized by the Intel compiler. (We used version 11.1 of the Intel compiler to compile both generated scalar code and code generated with SSE intrinsics.) Also, the programming
environment might require manual SIMDization: e.g., the compiler for the SPU code on the Cell BE platform does not vectorize code automatically, but due to the architecture design, SIMD is essential.

Since PATUS’s memory objects are SIMD-aware, indexing a memory object within the code generator will calculate the correct index into the array of SIMD vectors. The penalty for using SIMD intrinsics is alignment restrictions. Firstly, SIMD vector must be correctly aligned in memory (at multiples of the size of a SIMD vector), and secondly, element-wise arithmetic operations also need to respect that alignment; e.g., it is not possible to directly add the two vectors \((v_0, v_1, v_2, v_3)\) and \((v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4)\) because the second vector is misaligned. Note that stencil computations typically require exactly such kinds of operations. The way around this is to combine two (correctly aligned) SIMD vectors, \((v_0, v_1, v_2, v_3)\) and \((v_4, v_5, v_6, v_7)\), and use shuffling intrinsics to extract the desired shifted vector \((v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4)\).

We want to avoid too many shuffling operations, because they can become a potential bottleneck.

For SIMD vector lengths \(\lambda > 1\) the memory objects are aligned in such a way that data elements corresponding to interior grid points are aligned at an address divisible by \(\lambda \cdot \text{size(type)}\). The size of the inner memory object cells in unit stride direction (and only in unit stride direction, since SIMD only affects the unit stride direction) is padded such that the number of cells is a multiple of \(\lambda\). Also the sizes of the halos at the left and right of the memory object are padded to become multiples of \(\lambda\). By this we ensure to minimize shifting data elements for SIMD operations during the calculation: shifting is only required when accessing neighbors in unit stride direction whose offset from the center node is not divisible by \(\lambda\), but not when accessing neighbors in non-unit stride directions.

PATUS’s SIMD code generator is independent of the particular SIMD implementation in hardware (e.g. SSE, AltiVec, AVX, etc.). The SIMD vector length and the intrinsics for the basic operations and functions can be defined for each base datatype in the architecture description, which then replace the arithmetic operators and mathematical functions in the stencil expressions. Alternatively, the corresponding methods in the concrete back-end code generation implementations can be overwritten.

6) **Loop nest unrolling**: This optimization explicitly unrolls a loop nest in one go, rather than individual loops at a time. For instance, unrolling each loop within a double nested loop by 2 would read as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } i &= i_0 \ldots i_1 \\
\text{for } j &= j_0 \ldots j_1 \\
S(i,j) &\rightsquigarrow
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the order in which the statements \(S\) are executed is not preserved by this transformation.

Loop nest unrolling gives rise to a fine-grained blocking of the code that can be beneficial on the register level because of register reuse and possibly increased instruction level parallelism. For this reason, this type of blocking is also referred to as register blocking [13]. We apply this type of blocking only to strategy loops in the innermost level which contain one and only one call to the strategy stencil function placeholder.

Loop nest unrolling cannot be achieved by parameterizing the code since it changes the code structure itself. Therefore, the loop nest unrolling optimization is not exposed to the strategy interface. As an internal structural code generation optimization, each loop nest unrolling configuration gives rise to a new “code branch” that will be implemented in its own kernel function. In the main kernel function it is decided which branch is taken based on the loop unrolling parameter.

7) **Data initialization**: On NUMA CPU architectures, most of the time careful data initialization is key to good performance for bandwidth limited computations. On such systems, typically the “first touch” page placement policy is implemented, i.e., the socket on which a thread first touches (e.g., writes to) a page will own that page, meaning that it will be placed in the DRAM close to that socket. Whenever a thread running on another socket accesses the data, that piece of data has to be transferred over an interconnect (Intel’s Quick Path Interconnect or AMD’s HyperTransport) to the socket that requested it. Using the interconnect is typically significantly slower than the direct access to DRAM.

A NUMA-aware data initialization therefore ensures that memory locations are first touched by the thread that is going to reference these locations later in the computation. (A prerequisite for this to be effective is that threads are not allowed to migrate between sockets. In order to make optimal use of the per-core caches, threads should also be pinned to cores.)

PATUS creates a data initialization routine that is derived from the stencil kernel and writes initial values to each of the grids that will be used in the computation.

8) **Back-ends**: The code generator back-ends constitute the mechanism how the PATUS framework supports different types of architectures and programming models. It consists of two parts: a configuration file in the XML format that describes certain characteristics of the architecture, and a back-end code generator, which directly generates platform-specific code that cannot be easily described in the configuration file.

Currently, back-ends for shared memory CPU systems using OpenMP for parallelization and CUDA-capable single-GPUs systems have been implemented.
C. Autotuning

The task of the autotuning module is to try to find the configuration with minimal running time for all the auto parameters exposed in the strategy definition and for the internal not exposed parameters (loop nest unrolling factors, padding) used by the code generator. Essentially, this is a multi-dimensional integer programming problem, and the fact that we cannot assume any structure of the solution space adds to the difficulty of finding the global minimum. The autotuners in projects such as ATLAS [2], FLAME [3], FFTW [5], SPIRAL [6], or the autotuning framework for stencils developed at the Berkeley National Lab [1] use gradient-free optimization methods such as Powell search (i.e., searching for a minimum along a fixed axis, then fixing the value for which the minimum along that axis was found and proceed to the next axis), exhaustive search of a subspace (after pruning the full space using heuristics), the Nelder-Mead simplex search [29], dynamic programming (FFTW and SPIRAL) or stochastic optimization methods including random search, evolutionary search, or hill climbing. Machine learning techniques have also been suggested [30].

The PATUS autotuner is configurable such that any optimization method can be plugged in. If the search space is sufficiently small, exhaustive search can be used, otherwise we currently can resort to a multi-run Powell search, Nelder-Mead, or evolutionary algorithms.

The autotuner expects the path to the executable and a set of parameter ranges as input. It runs the benchmark executable with a parameter set, reads the resulting timings, and repeats with updated parameters based on the benchmark results and the search strategy. The autotuner can execute the benchmark program both on the local node on which also the autotuner runs or submit a job to a batch system and read the timings from the file system once the job completes.

VI. Experimental Performance Results

A. Testbed Architectures

In this section we give an overview over the hardware platforms that have been used to carry out the performance benchmarks and optimizations.

1) Intel Nehalem: The Intel Xeon E7540 “Beckton” belongs to the family of the recently released Nehalem architectures, which differs drastically from the previous generations in that the frontside bus, which used to connect processors via a north-bridge chip to memory, has been for-gone in favor of an on-chip memory controller. This feature effectuates a considerably higher bandwidth compared to older generation systems.

The chip is manufactured in 45 nm technology. The system is a dual-socket hexacore architecture running at 2 GHz clock frequency, and we used the CPUs in hyperthreading mode, so there are 24 hardware threading contexts available. Each of the cores is equipped with a 32 KB L1 data cache and a shared 256 KB L2 cache. The six cores on one socket share an 18 MB L3 cache.

2) AMD Magny-Cours: AMD’s Magny-Cours processor is a 12 core architecture manufactured in 45 nm SOI technology, that in fact consists of two hexacore dies within one package. The cores are out-of-order superscalar processors that can fetch and decode up to three x86-64 instructions per cycle.

Each core has its own L1 and 512 KB L2 caches, and all the cores on a die share a 6 MB L3 cache. Each of the two dies has two DDR3 memory channels and four HyperTransport 3.0 links. This implies that the package itself is a NUMA architecture: each die is a NUMA node, each having its own memory controller. Two of the per-die HyperTransport links are used to connect the dies internally. Hence, the package exposes four memory channels and four HyperTransport links. The maximum theoretical memory bandwidth per socket is 25.6 GB/s.

AMD’s solution to the cache coherence problem in multiprocessor settings in the Magny-Cours architecture is HT Assist also known as the Probe Filter, a cache directory that keeps track of all the cache lines that are in the caches of other processors in the system and therefore eliminates the need to broadcast probes. If activated, the cache directory reserves 1 MB of the L3 cache for its use [31].

3) NVIDIA Fermi: The GPU we used for our benchmarks, a Tesla C2050 GPU Computing Processor, is one of the first versions of NVIDIA’s Fermi architectures. It features 448 cores (“streaming processors”) that are packaged into 14 multiprocessors with 32 cores each. (From another viewpoint, the C2050 is a 14 core architecture with each core being a 32-way SIMD unit, since all the streaming processors within a scheduling unit carry out the same instruction.) The C2050 runs at a clock rate of 1.15 GHz. The theoretical single precision peak performance therefore is around 1 TFlop/s, and the double precision peak performance is about 500 GFlop/s. Note that in the Fermi architecture, the double precision performance has been greatly improved over the previous GPU generations.

Other new architectural features include a larger local memory, which is now 64 KB per multiprocessor, and ECC protection of the DRAM. The local memory acts both as the “traditional” local memory, which required explicitly programmed data movement, as well as a cache. It can be configured to act as a 16 KB cache and provide 48 KB of explicit local memory or 48 KB of cache and 16 KB of local memory.

The GPU is equipped with 3 GB of on-board GDDR5 memory. The GPU supports CUDA compute capability 2.0, and we used version 3.10 of the CUDA SDK and runtime.
Figure 4. Performance results for 6 types of stencils on 1 to 24 threads of the Intel Nehalem and the AMD Magny-Cours architectures. The Laplacian, Divergence, Gradient, and Hyperthermia stencils were calculated using single precision floating point numbers, Upstream and Tricubic were calculated in double precision.

B. Stencil Performance Benchmarks

We performed performance benchmarks using the auto-tuned code with a set of strategies applied to the stencil kernels discussed in section III-A. We show the results in a common graph per architecture despite the fact that the first four stencils (Laplacian, Divergence, Gradient, and Hyperthermia) were done in single floating point precision, while Upstream and Tricubic used double precision arithmetic.

We used a 128 × 128 × 128 problem for all the stencil examples. Five runs, after an initial warm-up run, with one timestep each were performed and timed. For the benchmarks of the stencils which can be applied iteratively (Laplacian, Hyperthermia, Upstream, Tricubic), this is equivalent to one run with 5 timesteps. The reported performance numbers are average numbers.

The thread affinity was configured to use a “compact” scheme filling cores first, then dies, and then sockets. On the Magny-Cours, this causes to double the available DRAM bandwidth when going from 6 to 12 threads (when going from using one die to two dies in a socket), and again when going from 12 to 24 threads (when going from one to two sockets). On the Nehalem, the DRAM bandwidth is doubled when going from one to two sockets, i.e. from 12 to 24 threads. The graphs show that, except for the Gradient stencil on the Nehalem, this provides enough bandwidth for an almost linear speedup.

Another valid scheme is the “scatter” scheme, which fills the resources in the reverse order, i.e., it places one thread on a socket until all sockets are filled, then adds threads to the free dies on each socket, before filling the cores entirely. Particularly on the Magny-Cours, using the “scatter” scheme, the performance bars would show an
almost linear speedup until the dies are filled (up to 4 threads) and then eventually flatten out.

The “basic threading” strategy only parallelizes the stencil computation without doing any blocking. This means that consecutive grid points are assigned to threads with consecutive thread IDs. For the initialization routine, this implies that – assuming the first touch page placement policy is used – pages are assigned more or less randomly to NUMA nodes, depending on which thread is the fastest to execute the assignment statement, hence the memory affinity is suboptimal. In the computation, false sharing is an inhibition to the performance, i.e., threads have cache lines in common to which they write. Explicit SIMDization (“basic threading + SSE”) alleviates this problem.

On the CPUs two different blocking strategies differing in the numbers of blocking levels were applied. Both display similar performance results after autotuning on both architectures. For one of the blocking strategies, code with explicit SSE intrinsics was generated (instead of relying on the compiler to do the SIMDization). This proved to be beneficial for the 7-point stencils (Laplacian and Hyperthermia).

On the GPU, besides using a parallelization using the same basic strategy as for the CPUs, a blocked strategy with two parallelism levels was chosen. The graph shows substantial speed improvements when the thread block sizes are chosen carefully (in our case by means of the autotuner) over default block sizes (by default, we used $4 \times 4 \times 4$ thread blocks). The bar labeled “+Cache” shows the performance improvement from increasing the GPU cache size from 16 KB to 48 KB per streaming multiprocessor. Data transfers over the PCIe bus were not included in the measurements. The GPU results are still preliminary, and we are striving for optimizations to further exploit the hardware architecture.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented PATUS, a code generation and autotuning framework for general stencil computations. It is thought of as both a productivity tool and a tool for experimenting with parallelization and optimization strategies, such as bandwidth-saving algorithms: it is for both programmers in need of an efficient implementation of a stencil kernel for a given hardware architecture, but who do not want to care about hardware-specific tuning, and for domain experts who want to experiment. The modular architecture of the system allows for adding new components, such as back-ends for other and future hardware. The PATUS framework will soon be publicly available under a liberal open source-style license.

We gave examples for stencil kernels occurring in real-world applications and presented performance numbers for various strategies on recent multicore CPU architectures, an Intel Nehalem CPU and the recently released AMD Magny-Cours, as well as on a NVIDIA Fermi GPU. The performance numbers show the great potential of leveraging an autotuning methodology to find optimal parameters for a given strategy and hardware architecture. We also discussed some implementation details of the code generator.

On the CPUs two different blocking strategies differing in the numbers of blocking levels were applied. Both display similar performance results after autotuning on both architectures. For one of the blocking strategies, code with explicit SSE intrinsics was generated (instead of relying on the compiler to do the SIMDization). This proved to be beneficial for the 7-point stencils (Laplacian and Hyperthermia).

On the GPU, besides using a parallelization using the same basic strategy as for the CPUs, a blocked strategy with two parallelism levels was chosen. The graph shows substantial speed improvements when the thread block sizes are chosen carefully (in our case by means of the autotuner) over default block sizes (by default, we used $4 \times 4 \times 4$ thread blocks). The bar labeled “+Cache” shows the performance improvement from increasing the GPU cache size from 16 KB to 48 KB per streaming multiprocessor. Data transfers over the PCIe bus were not included in the measurements. The GPU results are still preliminary, and we are striving for optimizations to further exploit the hardware architecture.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented PATUS, a code generation and autotuning framework for general stencil computations. It is thought of as both a productivity tool and a tool for experimenting with parallelization and optimization strategies, such as bandwidth-saving algorithms: it is for both programmers in need of an efficient implementation of a stencil kernel for a given hardware architecture, but who do not want to care about hardware-specific tuning, and for domain experts who want to experiment. The modular architecture of the system allows for adding new components, such as back-ends for other and future hardware. The PATUS framework will soon be publicly available under a liberal open source-style license.

We gave examples for stencil kernels occurring in real-world applications and presented performance numbers for various strategies on recent multicore CPU architectures, an Intel Nehalem CPU and the recently released AMD Magny-Cours, as well as on a NVIDIA Fermi GPU. The performance numbers show the great potential of leveraging an autotuning methodology to find optimal parameters for a given strategy and hardware architecture. We also discussed some implementation details of the code generator.

The current framework still has a few limitations that we intend to overcome in the future. In future work we will suspend the restrictions on the boundary conditions and grid traversal, and more importantly, we will study how the strategy concept can be extended to distributed memory systems.
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